
The Prison 

Hofferhelm Prison, Eastern Prussia 15th August 1708 

Adel  

Adel had not wanted to return. This was the second time he had been sent to the prison and he 

had barely survived the last stay. Two years, three months and twenty-six days of hard labour 

on that stint; near starvation and the constant fear of having his life snatched away at any time 

because he said the wrong thing or just looked at the wrong person. It was enough to steer 

anyone firmly away from a life of crime. Or so one would think... Unfortunately, it had not 

been a sufficient deterrent to stop him stealing again and this time he was due for a longer 

stretch in Hofferhelm, Prussia’s notorious prison.  

He was facing five years at the minimum and this time he did not expect to come out, 

not alive anyway. News that another plague was running rife through the region and 

neighbouring states had reached his village some two weeks prior to his conviction. It was 

only a matter of time before it was brought into the prison and then how would it be stopped? 

If he survived that and his sentence, would he even have a family left to go back to? 

He did not think of himself as a bad man; far from it. Desperation had put him back into 

prison. Thirty-three years old with a wife, four children and no work. What was he supposed 

to have done after he came out the last time? He had tried to convince the local farmers that 

he was trustworthy but that had been impossible. They had heard about his previous 

conviction and so would not go near him. There were plenty of other workers who had not 

been to prison for thieving that they could employ.  



Adel had even gone further afield where his reputation was not known, travelling fifty 

miles or more, begging to be taken on in some sort of capacity. He had eventually got some 

work clearing out muck from a nobleman’s stables. But he had been dismissed when he failed 

to turn up for work on time after suffering a severely cut hand from an encounter with a wild 

dog. In any case, getting any money home was too problematic and he returned, hoping his 

luck would change. It did not and, with no other option to feed his family, a failed attempt to 

steal wheat from the granary had resulted in another trial and prison term. His children were 

effectively fatherless again and more desperate than ever. 

A gruff voice called out to him from the next cell. The thick stone wall that separated 

the cells did little to muffle the deep baritone. ‘You alright, Adel? You’ve been coughing a 

lot.’  

Men did not generally make friends in Hofferhelm but Adel certainly had one in Peter. 

How this wily, battered man with a pock-marked, scarred face was still alive, he had no idea. 

Twenty years his senior and this was his eleventh year at the prison. He was undoubtedly 

made of stern stuff. For some reason since he had first arrived, Peter had taken Adel under his 

wing and because of his length of time there, and his age, Peter was respected. Therefore, any 

friend of Peter’s was, if not revered, at least ignored by the other inmates there who could be 

prone to random acts of violence. It had lessened the threat of one major worry at least.  

Adel could do nothing, however, about a different threat which was now staring at him 

through the bars. The huge man on the other side banged both sets of bars of the two 

adjoining cells with his stick. ‘Against the wall, both of you. Now!’ The guard had red 

bulging eyes which protruded even more when he raised his voice. The word ‘Now’ had been 

screeched so, at that precise moment, it seemed to Adel that the eyes were in danger of 

popping out and smacking him in the face. 



It was well established that the owner of those eyes, Kraus, treated all inmates at the 

prison with equal fairness; he hated them all with exactly the same intensity. They were dirt – 

vermin – as far as he was concerned. His cruelty was legendary and Adel suspected that he 

had placed the two men into the cells for nothing more than his own amusement. Ostensibly, 

they had been too slow in responding to an order to move some wheat sacks. In reality, it just 

happened to be their turn to be the victims of Kraus’s sadistic games. 

For the last four hours they had been pacing up and down the four by two metre cells 

with no respite. Failure to comply would have resulted in a severe whipping; a punishment 

dished out by Kraus and one to be avoided at all costs. Their hands were tied behind their 

backs throughout and they were not allowed to sit down on the only other object in the room, 

a stone bed; they had to keep moving. Whenever Kraus addressed them, he expected them to 

stop, bend over with their legs splayed and put their foreheads up against the wall. This 

happened many times and it was from these positions now that the two men listened to his 

latest rant.  

‘One more word from either of you and this whip will be down on you so hard that… 

that …’ he paused, searching for the right words. They waited. In his crazed state, Adel was 

almost tempted to flippantly suggest a dozen ways the guard could finish his sentence. Fear 

and common sense stopped him and he froze, mute, breathing heavily from the exertion of 

holding the uncomfortable position. Compliance was the best way to survive. It did not 

always work but the consequences if you did not were even worse.  

‘… you won’t know what hit you!’ Kraus finished his phrase. ‘Is that clear?’ 

‘Yes, Herr Kraus,’ they replied, almost in unison. Adel did his best to suppress another 

cough as the stench of the urine, embedded into every crack in the cell, attacked his nostrils.  



After a few minutes, they were told to continue their pacing. With no outside stimuli, Adel 

was once again trapped in his own thoughts.  

For Adel that was a perplexing place to be these days. 

Eventually, darkness fell and that was the signal, two hours later, for them to be 

released back to the cell they shared with four other inmates. They were met there with 

grunts, not so much of sympathy but more ones of recognition and approval that they had 

survived a session with the ‘Brute’. 

Adel lowered himself down onto his cold hard cot and pulled the sacking up and over 

his face. Every bone in his body ached but he had got through another day. Maybe he could 

see out his time here and get to see his family again after all – with friends like Peter to keep 

him going, surely it was possible. 

 ‘How’s your knee, Peter?’ 

‘Hurts like hell. He’s a bastard, isn’t he? Still we should be safe from him for a while 

now he’s had his fun with us.’ There was a noticeable squirming noise from the youngest 

occupant of the room who had not yet had the ‘pleasure’ of Kraus’s company.  

Adel let out several throaty rasps. He had been suffering for several days and had been 

getting steadily worse. The physical exertion of the last six hours had affected him badly and 

the convulsions hurt his ribs. He curled his legs up in an attempt to lessen the impact. 

Finally, he stopped and Peter asked, ‘And what are you going to do about that cough of 

yours?’ 



‘It’s fine. I’ll be alright. Don’t worry.’ But deep down, Adel knew it was a lie. It felt far 

from alright. He laid still, eyes wide open, waiting for sleep to overcome him and to give him 

some respite from the cruel world. It came, eventually, but it gave no solace at all.  

 

The next morning, Adel was really struggling. The familiar clatter from the guard’s baton 

clunking along the bars woke him. He listened, still in a sleepy haze, to the distant yelling and 

screaming from two prisoners who were continuing a feud they had started some days before. 

Guards rarely intervened in such disputes, letting them run their course which often ended up 

with one or both maiming or even killing the other. The sounds of this particular one ended 

abruptly with one last howl of pain and then silence. Adel wondered if another prisoner had 

died; he found himself almost envying his release.  

He opened one eye and let out a moan which was echoed by the other men in the cell as 

they came round. He felt like he had only just gone off to sleep. His mind had been really 

active the previous three nights and it had happened again last night; strange things appearing 

in his head that he did not understand. He had never been taught to read or do maths but if he 

had, he would have understood that the many different incomprehensible images were also 

littered with numbers, reams of them scrolling through, over and over again.  

And recurring, always some sort of shape, a cuboid possibly, too indistinct to identify 

but it assumed the utmost importance at the time. The dreams troubled him greatly, adding to 

his woes. There was no way he could possibly know but within the fortified walls of 

Hofferhelm Prison, there were others who had had similar restless nights. He was not the 

only one grappling with such dreams, brought on by the darkness.  



He sat up and suddenly unleashed a violent cough, instinctively covering his mouth 

with his hands. He looked down at them and frowned, then wiped the blood onto the sacking. 

He knew enough about the place not to show any signs of weakness. So he hastily turned it 

over, hiding it amongst the other grime before painfully standing up and attempting to 

mentally prepare himself to endure another day. 

Peter said nothing but his eyes showed his concern as, shortly afterwards, the men were 

let out of their cells. They shuffled along to the eating area where a dollop of slop was 

unceremoniously dumped onto their plates. Adel and Peter found spaces on one of the 

benches and began the ritual of forcing the disgusting gruel into their mouths.  

Adel did his utmost to suppress his cough. He guiltily glanced up and could see 

Governor Meier on the balcony above glaring down. His face, framed by tightly pulled back 

grey hair that he wore in a tail, seemed always set in that grim manner. They had never 

spoken, which was a blessing as far as Adel was concerned. 

Governor Meier 

The governor, Hans Meier, ruled the large prison based on a system of sheer unadulterated 

violence, dished out by savage men like Kraus, and efficiently managed by ex-army officers 

who had been assigned to the prison as part of their semi-retirement. Meier had a similar 

perspective to Kraus in that he believed that people like Adel were the scum of the Earth. 

However, they were also a necessary means to an end, all part of a wider plan which was 

coming nicely to fruition.  

He scanned the hall below but it was not particularly the prisoners that Governor Meier 

was preoccupied with today. His thoughts were on the several carts, loaded with supplies, due 

to be arriving later that morning. Little of it was going to be assigned to the prisoners. As 



always, they would have to make do with basic gruel and bread made at the prison using the 

limited supplies of wheat mixed in with a good deal of dust. The guards were slightly more 

fortunate in that their bread was made separately (no dust) and they might get some small 

pieces of meat added to their meals. The ‘elite’ officers enjoyed other perks and it was in the 

last of the carts that these treats were stowed; fortified wines, ham, cheeses, fresh linen and 

the like. Security was particularly tight for such a precious load and Meier had arranged for it 

to be diverted, accompanied by two armed men, into the more secluded entrance at the back 

of the prison to prevent any chance that parts of it might go missing. The cart was to be 

shepherded into the courtyard which was usually designated for dealing with what were 

called the ‘disposable’ prisoners. No dead bodies would be processed there today though and 

the stones had even been given a cursory clean to avoid any unwanted materials mixing in 

with the valuable supplies. Prisoners would not unload these goodies – that job would be 

down to a few select guards. A small reward to these men ensured discretion as to what was 

on those carts; Meier knew better than to fully trust even those that worked for him. 

His instructions to the guard who had just joined him were curt. ‘I want immediate 

notification when the cart is in the courtyard. No delay. Do you understand?’ 

‘Understood, Governor Meier.’ The guard rushed off to the watch tower where he could 

better monitor the carts’ progress from a distance. Meier returned to his scowling but 

inwardly he was feeling very content. An extra special package was arriving on that last cart 

today, one he had been waiting for all his life. Although it was not yet inside the prison walls, 

he could sense it was not far away.  

The quarton block was, at last, within his grasp. 

Adel 



After breakfast, the convicts were shackled and moved on to their designated areas of work 

for the day. Adel and Peter were prodded, poked and pushed along to the logging area which 

was outside the walls where the river flowed past the prison. This was one of the activities 

most despised by the inmates and Adel, especially, was dreading it in his current condition.  

Small gangs of men were forced to haul huge logs up the banks of the river where they 

would set them out in rows. When most of them had been shifted to the top, the head guard 

on duty would shout, ‘Ready’ and the men would place their feet against the logs .On the 

command ‘Push’ they would kick the logs down the slope, back to where they came from, 

stopping short on the banks of the water. This process would be repeated over and over until 

the guards got bored at the end of the day or they were satisfied that the convicts were 

exhausted enough to return to their cells. Tired men were easier to control. 

The chains round legs and wrists remained joined together within each gang throughout 

this pointless exercise, adding to the strain and awkwardness. It was tough brutal work, made 

worse on hot days such as today. Urged on by the guards, the activity was carried out at a 

relentless pace. Any ‘slackers’ not back at the top with their logs in place on time could end 

up being squashed by the logs as the others thundered down the slopes in response to the 

guard’s order.  Because they were shackled, it meant each group of four, sometimes five, 

were only as strong as their weakest member.  

Today, Adel was that weakest member. 

His symptoms were worsening and the rigours of the previous day’s walking meant that 

he had very little strength. All of the men in the prison were generally weak but life there was 

about survival of the fittest. Adel knew he was letting his group down but he could do 

nothing about it. He became weaker and weaker and the three other men in the group were 

now struggling with the weight of the log, as well as having to drag him along. 



‘You’re a no-good slacker, Vogel. Get yourself going and pull your weight.’ Baumann, 

the largest member of the group reached across the prisoner between them and tried to grab 

Adel by the collar. ‘Do your bit!’ The rest of the group shouted insults but their barbs made 

no influence. Adel was effectively a dead man walking. 

They were halfway up the slope and Adel could see the other groups ready at the top. 

The order was about to be given to push the logs down. The men were desperate and 

desperate men often do desperate things. Incensed now, they turned on him and started to 

beat him, shouting more abuse, in the hope that it would force him to continue. The effect 

was the opposite and he collapsed to the ground, barely able to shield the blows.   

The ‘entertainment’ was, no doubt, a welcome distraction for the bored guards and they 

moved in closer to get a better view. Some of the other convicts were pleased not to have the 

same physical attention from their captors and they took advantage by joining in the verbal 

abuse. Adel barely heard any of them now. He began to slip into unconsciousness where 

another world was waiting to provide its own version of mental suffering. 

Peter 

Peter, safely at the top in his gang, spotted an opportunity to make a bid for freedom. As the 

closest guard to him peered over the edge and down the slope to get a better view, Peter 

swung round and caught him squarely on the jaw, the force of the shackle adding to the 

impact. Such was the speed and unexpectedness of the attack, the guard was immediately 

floored and, before the other guards could react, Peter had grabbed the keys to the chains on 

the guard’s belt and began releasing his gang members.  

There then followed a period of chaos. Some of the guards had muskets but these were 

cumbersome and inaccurate, though it did not stop them making an attempt to fire at Peter 



and the other escapees. From within the prison, more guards rushed to the scene with their 

large batons, trying to avoid the crossfire from their colleagues. Smoke from the muskets and 

the deafening noise from the rioting prisoners added to the melee. Prisoners started to push 

their own logs down the slope, yelling as they crashed to the bottom. Two guards became 

victims of retribution as prisoners rushed past, giving further opportunities for keys to be 

grabbed and shackles unchained.  

Peter searched through the smoke and finally spotted Adel slumped in a heap on the 

slope. Peter’s gang members had had no option other than to drag him part way up with them. 

They were now crouching down, trying to avoid the musket shot flying across the ridge. They 

looked up hopefully as Peter approached with a key to the chains. Peter looked down at his 

friend who was wheezing uncontrollably, battered and bruised from their beating. 

‘Not a chance!’ he snarled, freeing just his cellmate. Ignoring their shouts and pleas, 

Peter put Adel’s arm over his shoulder and dragged him over to a nearby collection of rocks 

near the top of the slope. The men tried to pursue but the chains only served to trip them up 

and they ended up in a heap. 

Peter eased Adel to the ground next to him. ‘Can you hear me, Adel?’ There was a nod 

and the man opened his eyes. ‘Can you walk?’ 

‘I think so. I’ll try.’ Adel replied before being racked again by another coughing fit. 

Peter sat his friend up so he could see over the rocks. ‘See that pile of logs over there?’ 

he pointed to a stack by the prison wall. ‘That’s where we are headed. Stay low and follow 

the top of the ridge. Whatever you do, keep your head down.’ 

It was surprisingly straightforward to get there. Some thirty prisoners were freed by 

now and were either exchanging blows with guards or scampering towards the nearby 



relative safety of the forest. Three had used their initiative and pushed a small tree trunk into 

the river. They were now aboard, battling to stay on top as the torrent swept them away. More 

shots were fired as guards joined in to prevent further escapees. The normally rigid and 

efficient routine of the prison had been shattered and the guards were not responding well to 

it. It did not occur to any of them to look in the direction of the prison which was where the 

two men were now crouched down behind the woodpile. 

Adel tried to catch his breath. ‘Why did you come back for me?’  

Peter was peering round the side of the stack but turned and faced him. ‘Look. 

Wouldn’t you have done the same for me?’ Adel nodded, before collapsing onto all fours. 

This time Peter noticed the blood that was spat out onto the dirt. It was not looking good for 

his cellmate and he was forced to make a quick decision. What had been a spontaneous bid 

for freedom for both had now just turned into a practical plan to keep his friend alive.  

‘I’m going to get you back into the prison. I’m sorry but it’s your only chance of 

survival. If they see you heading back in, they will know at least you weren’t implicated and 

they might even get treatment for you.’ The latter was unlikely but what alternative did he 

have?  He added reluctantly, ‘You will never be able to outrun them in your condition and in 

this heat.’  

Peter knew he would have to go it alone but first he would do what he could for his 

friend. He hoisted Adel to his feet and together they set off for the main gate, hugging the 

outer wall.  However, Adel suddenly stopped and stared straight ahead. He seemed to be 

thinking intently. Then he simply said, ‘No,’ extricated himself from Peter and staggered off 

in the opposite direction. 



‘Not that way, Adel. That takes us to the rear of the prison. The river swings round 

there and there’s no way through.’ He tried to grab him and turn him around but Adel shook 

him off with surprising strength. He seemed to have a new lease of life, setting off at pace 

towards the back gate. Peter had no option but to follow. 

Governor Meier 

Inside the prison, Governor Meier had a dilemma. Shortly before the riot broke out, he had 

had the reassuring news that the carts had arrived, with the crucial one at the rear safely 

diverted through the back gate. Meier was keen to get to it but he also knew he had to re-

establish control of the prison. He was confident this small uprising would be quashed soon 

and that any escapees would be hunted down – no-one would get far in the difficult terrain 

that surrounded Hofferhelm. Crucially, he could not risk any of the prisoners escaping; he 

now had a very strong feeling that one of them there was exactly who he had been looking 

for. The main item on the cart – the precious quarton block – would soon reveal who that 

person was. For once though, he had grossly miscalculated… contrary to his explicit orders, 

the cart had been left unattended. 

 

 

Kraus 

Kraus was on the far side of the prison forcing the men who were inside the walls back to 

their cells to prevent the riot spreading any further. He was disappointed to be performing this 

tedious duty and would have much preferred to have been in the heat of battle by the river. 



He would have enjoyed that. He tried to make up for it by ensuring each prisoner received an 

extra clout or kick as they were herded along. 

But then he suddenly stopped and stood silent, staring into space. He ignored the 

confused looks of the remaining prisoners who continued to file past him towards their cells. 

But he had stopped for a reason. The dreams he had been enduring through many recent 

nights suddenly made perfect sense. He knew exactly what he had to do now. Nothing else 

was important. He headed for the courtyard and towards what he now realised had been at the 

crux of all those dreams: the quarton block. 

Peter 

Adel and Peter were by the rear gate now and, to Peter’s relief, it was devoid of guards. They 

had all been sucked into dealing with the riot. But he was getting increasingly frustrated by 

Adel’s single-mindedness to head in that direction. 

‘We need to turn round. If they catch you in this part of the prison, they will almost 

certainly kill you.’  

‘No, Peter. This is where I need to be. I can feel the pulses. It’s on the cart.’ 

Peter looked around the courtyard. It was still empty other than a cart in the far corner. 

Nevertheless, this was dangerous territory for them to be in. ‘Pulses? What do you mean 

pulses? What’s on the cart?’  

‘What I’ve been searching for all my life. All those dreams I’ve been having have led 

me to this. I know who I am now. I’m Pella and I know what I’ve got to do. I’m here to save 

the quarton and the Bridge.’ 



‘Bridge? There’s no bridge here. And what do you mean you’re Pella? You’re Adel. 

Come on, we need to get out of here. If they catch us, we’re for the chop.’ 

His friend was silent now, his eyes fixed on the cart. Before Peter could stop him, he set 

off out into the open space of the courtyard. Peter knew that he had to make another quick 

decision; should he leave Adel to his intentions, whatever they were, and try to make his own 

way out or should he stay and make sure he was safe?  

The decision was taken from him as he suddenly realised he had no choice anymore. 

Kraus 

Not far away, Kraus was closing in on the far entrance to the courtyard with men bouncing 

off his huge frame as he strode along corridors and through doors. His mind had been 

overtaken by a series of distinct memories, no longer the mass of confusing snippets he had 

been experiencing at regular points in his life. Like Adel, he now understood exactly who he 

was. But unlike Adel, he was on a mission to destroy the quarton. He broke out into a run, his 

passage clearing now as order was gradually restored.  

Governor Meier 

Governor Meier was standing at the main gate and he smiled in satisfaction as the last of the 

convicts outside the walls was shackled into line. A count of the dead and injured would be 

needed but he was confident the loss of life had been minimised and there would be none 

missing by the end of the day. Heads would roll amongst the guards for their slackness and he 

would need to ensure a new crackdown on prisoner discipline was initiated to avoid any sort 

of repeat. His unblemished record would stand. Not that it would matter for much longer as 



he turned his attention fully to the quarton. It had taken a while to hunt it down but now it 

was with him he could ensure it was matched up with Pella, its creator.  

He felt a sudden twinge and then his stomach turned in excitement. The quarton was 

very much awake which had to mean Pella was certainly here and active. This was good 

news; he was a step closer to his goal. He felt a strong pull as the quarton’s pulse quickened. 

He had to get to the courtyard to secure the quarton. 

Adel 

Adel was distracted by a frantic shout. He turned to see Kraus come clattering down the 

stairwell at the far end of the courtyard. ‘Leave it, Pella! Leave it! It’s mine.’ 

His cry spurred Adel on and he hobbled forward towards the cart as quickly as he could, 

He was considerably closer than Kraus and he got to the back of the cart first. Immediately, 

he lifted the canopy and scrabbled around, shifting boxes, searching for the quarton. 

He could hear Kraus, still some way off and sounding frantic now as he shouted insults. 

But Adel had found what he was looking for. Between two boxes he could see an orange and 

red glow through the lining of a sack. He stretched forward, reached out his hand and … 

… felt a firm hand on his shoulder hauling him back. 

 ‘I can’t let you do this. I’m sorry.’  

He was turned and he found himself staring into a pair of eyes. They were Peter’s yet he 

knew who was really behind them. It was Rana. ‘You’re here to protect him, aren’t you?’ he 

said. ‘I should have known.’ He looked over Peter’s shoulder to see Kraus sprinting towards 

them. He tried to wrench himself free. ‘You have to let me go. Kraus is Klavon. He mustn’t 

destroy the quarton.’ He struggled hard but Peter, now with his arms tightly wrapped round 



him, was far too strong. As he was held, he could hear Peter’s whispers over and over: ‘I’m 

sorry, Pella, I’m sorry.’  

Then both men flinched as, with a triumphant roar, Kraus hurled himself over them 

onto the cart and touched the quarton. In an instant, the cart erupted into a pyrotechnic 

display of colour and noise.  

For the three men on it, death came to them once more. 

Governor Meier 

Two paces from the top of the nearby stairs, a feeling of deep frustration and loss briefly 

passed through the governor’s consciousness as he realised it had all been for nothing. There 

were several thuds on the steps as he, too, collapsed and died. 

But before oblivion claimed him, a thought went through Governor Meier. For he knew 

something the others did not. This was not really the end. He, Arrix, and his quarton creator, 

Pella, had more work to do.  They would be up against Klavon, the quarton destroyer and his 

protector, Rana, again. And again and again until, eventually, he had his way and the great 

Garial Bridge was rebuilt. 

There were still more quartons to find.   

 

To find out more about Garial and Arrix’s fight for control of the quartons, follow the 

links on the web-site to ‘Quarton: The Bridge’. 
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